
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is the most effective way to show that our research has been effective, correct, and helpful? 
EVERYTHING we have written since the founding of The FRED Report is available on the website, 
listed by date. Subscribers can see how we have done – in all of the markets we cover, at times of 
their choosing - warts and all! 

We publish FREDalerts in difficult market conditions. Sometimes we publish in order to answer 
subscriber questions. Other times, we call attention to specific market conditions, such as the alert 
on October 4, 2011 and noted below. In all cases these are “rubber meets the road” reports 
designed to give very specific forecasts during difficult times. We suggest prospective subscribers 
that want to evaluate the service look at these and other alerts on the site (see the FREDalerts 
menu on the left hand side of the page) first, and then skim through other reports at key dates if 
needed. Feel free to contact us if you wish. Decide for yourself if we would have helped your 
clients over the last few years! 

 
02/05/2010 - Currently, we are actively looking for stocks to add 
to our list, and will likely start to add next week. The end of the 
world is not at hand, but we do think that a divergence or cut-
out low could occur. 

 
 
 
 
08/09/2011 - We are not giving up on a market rally from here 
to 1200 to 1235.  This area represents the best place to 
mount a rally we have seen since the decline began. Note 
this should start immediately, with the set-up we have. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10/04/2011 - The SPX (and SPY) have made the new price and 
closing lows forecast in early August to complete the pattern 
and potentially forecast a rally of some magnitude. 
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